
 
 

B I O  
 

Vanessa McNeal MSW, is a tenacious and thought provoking 
national speaker, film producer, and business owner. She speaks 
nationally on how to confront adversity with grace using her 
personal story as a vehicle to inspire and empower others. Vanessa 
overcame child abuse, sexual violence, and educational barriers. 
She is a transformative speaker that leaves her audience inspired 
and encouraged. Vanessa is known for her investment and wisdom 
in issues and topics that are often difficult to talk about. Her 
message has resonated with audiences around the world through 
the influential topics of overcoming adversity, resiliency, sexual 
violence, trauma, educational attainment, leadership and 
empowerment. 
 
 
 
A R E A S   O F   E X P E R T I S E  

 
Overcoming Adversity 
Sexual Violence  
Trauma  
Resiliency  
Educational Attainment  
Leadership 
 
 

P R O G R A M S  
 
VICTIM TO VICTOR 

 
Many people experience horrific circumstances and feel defined 
by them. How do you transition from a victim to victor mind 
state? In this keynote, Vanessa shares her journey experiencing 
and navigating through multiple forms of abuse. She’ll discuss 
how the trauma she endured impacted her on a systems level 
using relevant research on trauma. She will also share how she 
was able to overcome and move from a victim to victor mindset. 

 
LEMONS TO LEMONADE 
How do you turn your most difficult moments into experiences 
that you are most grateful for? In this keynote, Vanessa shares 
her journey as a speaker, film producer, and young business 
owner. Sharing some of her hardest lessons, she teaches how to 
find meaning, purpose, and lessons in every experience. This 
program provides five steps that will help you learn from your 
obstacles in order to manifest your dreams. 

 
REJECTION TO OPPORTUNITY 
 
In all industries experiencing rejection is inevitable, but why 
can’t we learn from rejection instead of being afraid and 
discouraged by it? It is hard to be told no at times, but Vanessa 
will share how you can find opportunities beyond rejection. She 
will teach you 10 strategic steps on how to be resilient through 
life’s “no’s”. Sharing inspiring examples from her lived 
experiences, she will challenge you to ask why instead of why 
not. 
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daly.molly@gmail.com 
www.vanessamcneal.com 


